Clearing
Acrylic on board in open ended tray frame.
2020
Clearing came about from a morning loading the brush with various unmixed colours. The
palette was intentionally cold and limited, the cold blue/greys to emphasis a feeling of isolation. I
was looking to use a minimalist approach; more about the use of angular marks or daubs of paint
to suggest a form. I had the starting point as the final scene of Pierre Huyghe’s film Streamside
Day where two children walk out of the back of their new modular house and into the wilderness.
They stand on the boundary between man’s fabricated reality and the natural world. The sound of
nature is oppressive and they are confronted with two trees that appear to shaped like huge people.
I’ve always taken this as the way we as adults attempt to apply tangible meaning on the world yet
this the children are open to wonder and the two trees are almost inviting the children into the
magical realm of nature as they have their back turned away from the angular reality of the lives of
their parent’s new build house. I think this film was resonance the ideas are also a distillation of my
own piece from 2004 at Coed Hills entitled PROP.
Working alone in the woods and away from constructed time, the woods came alive. The
piece is essentially not about the woods and nature but reflects back onto the viewer their position
infront of the work back onto themselves and questions their position in reality in terms of their
personal time and opportunity to evaluate (maybe the wrong word) ‘their now’.
“And you may find yourself living in a shotgun shack….”
Most art does this, within the context of proposing something else, in using mirrors for PROP, the
context is only yourself. I have always been fascinated with mirrors because of this. A mirror is the
true and purest work of Art.
I have been wondering across the page…… apologies.
Clearing is a pictorial version of the place in PROP, in Clearing (as in PROP) the process of
engagement is intentionally alien. The rendering of the trees is intentionally what I would describe
as tangentially representational. It is more about a language of paint than a language of seeing and
observing. I was initially frustrated that my palette could not convey pictorial depth but the
thickness of the paint lent its self to a more sculptural presence on the surface. I was excited by the
simplicity and the language of the alien palette devoid of greens, it confused me. Confusion is
always welcome.
The work exists in a hinterland between a
pictorial image and a pattern. I had a
number of wooded letter trays for other
work around the studio and mounting in a
tray with one end open created the
possibility for the work to continue in the
imagination. Frames confine the work to
within the borders. If the trees were real
then naturally they would need space to
grow otherwise they would become ‘pot
bound’ and die. What interests me about
this idea for presentation is I was
introducing the notion of physical time
into the work, by allowing a space for the
work to extend into, to have the potential
in the mind of the viewer to move into the
room it is placed, and to have a
relationship with it, much like the
children in Huyghe’s Streamside Day.

